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There is really a very bad news for the people who are in a look for Nokia 808 Pure View a mega
camera handset as all the network arrangers have decided not to offer this blower to citizens of UK.
This 808 Pure View have stolen the heart of many at the Mobile world Congress trade show with its
shocking 41-megapixel sensor. However it seems that it could create any magic over the Britain old
network arrangers.

All the leading mobile arrangers such as Orange, T-Mobile, Vodafone and O2 have stated that they
have not planned yet in offering this gadget moreover three is also stating these similar words. Both
O2 and Orange has stated us that we are very proud of offering great handsets along with great
services to our customers but we are not selling Nokia Pure View but still we will continue working
with Nokia with its other upcoming projects.

Moreover more information is collected from the other network arrangers that why they are not
offering this handset. Customers who still want this gadget at any cost then they have just one
option and that is to purchaser a SIM free deal for 500 pounds. When looking at the other side the
amazing Samsung Galaxy S3 is available just ten pounds less than the Nokia Pure View. So a small
question arise in everybody minds that instead of Nokia Pure View they may go for Samsung galaxy
S3. Or the Pure View camera is very much capable of catering the attraction from worldwide?

The network arrangers have explained there reasons that the technology of the camera is really
appreciable but it runs on the Symbian software which has turned the situation very cold as they 
believe that is would not offer the best experience as they desire for their customers. Also if Nokia
would convey this Pure View technology to its Windows Phone line gadgets then automatically the
network arrangers would run after them for getting the opportunity to sell the gadget. It would come
out as a new blower for Nokia and prove to be a hit.

Check out the top seller handset with best OS smartphone â€“ iphone 4s deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/
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